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1) PEW INTERNET, SEPTEMBER 2011
2) FACEBOOK STATISTICS, JANUARY 2012

ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS 
(OSN’S)

• OSN’s growing rapidly:

• US: Over 65% of Internet users.1

• FB: Largest OSN (>800M users) 2

• Active: 50% log in on any given day

• Global: 75% outside the US

• That’s 1 of every 9 people on Earth.



1) FARNHAM & CHURCHILL, CSCW 2011
2) SKEELS & GRUDIN, GROUP 2009
3) WANG, ET AL. SOUPS 2011

SHARING IN SOCIAL NETWORKS

• Sharing personal information:

• Great when it goes well...

• Disastrous when it goes wrong.

• Tension!1,2

• Regret!3

• Job Loss!
HTTP://WWW.UPROXX.COM/TECHNOLOGY/

2011/10/FACEBOOK-TO-FIND-YOU-A-NEW-JOB-
AFTER-GETTING-YOU-FIRED/

http://www.uproxx.com/technology/2011/10/facebook-to-find-you-a-new-job-after-getting-you-fired/
http://www.uproxx.com/technology/2011/10/facebook-to-find-you-a-new-job-after-getting-you-fired/
http://www.uproxx.com/technology/2011/10/facebook-to-find-you-a-new-job-after-getting-you-fired/
http://www.uproxx.com/technology/2011/10/facebook-to-find-you-a-new-job-after-getting-you-fired/
http://www.uproxx.com/technology/2011/10/facebook-to-find-you-a-new-job-after-getting-you-fired/
http://www.uproxx.com/technology/2011/10/facebook-to-find-you-a-new-job-after-getting-you-fired/


1) MARWICK & BOYD, NEW MEDIA & SOCIETY, 2011

SHARING IN SOCIAL NETWORKS

• Context Collapse1:

• Grouping together separate social contexts.

• “A George divided against itself cannot stand!”



FIGURE FROM: PAUL ADAMS, “THE REAL LIFE SOCIAL NETWORK”, 2010.

SHARING IN SOCIAL NETWORKS



ENTER GOOGLE+

• Launched in Summer 2011

• Built around the concept of Circles

HTTP://VOISTMAGAZINE.COM/WP/?P=1347

http://voistmagazine.com/wp/?p=1347
http://voistmagazine.com/wp/?p=1347


CIRCLES IN GOOGLE+
Overlapping
Hierarchical

User-Defined



CONNECTIONS TO MOBISOCIAL

• Integrates well with work that’s 
come out of the MobiSocial Lab:

• Social Topologies

• Musubi Feeds

Groups Without Tears:

Mining Social Topologies from Email

Diana MacLean Sudheendra Hangal Seng Keat Teh
Monica S. Lam Jeffrey Heer
Computer Science Department

Stanford University
{malcdi, hangal, skteh, lam, jheer}@cs.stanford.edu

ABSTRACT

As people accumulate hundreds of “friends” in social me-
dia, a flat list of connections becomes unmanageable. Inter-
faces agnostic to social structure hinder the nuanced sharing
of personal data such as photos, status updates, news feeds,
and comments. To address this problem, we propose so-
cial topologies, a set of potentially overlapping and nested
social groups, that represent the structure and content of a
person’s social network as a first-class object. We contribute
an algorithm for creating social topologies by mining com-
munication history and identifying likely groups based on
co-occurrence patterns. We use our algorithm to populate
a browser interface that supports creation and editing of so-
cial groups via direct manipulation. A user study confirms
that our approach models subjects’ social topologies well,
and that our interface enables intuitive browsing and man-
agement of a personal social landscape.
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H.5.3 Group and Organization Interfaces

INTRODUCTION

Today’s online experience depends increasingly on social in-
teraction. Sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn have evolved
from recreational to socially essential; media-sharing plat-
forms such as Flickr and LastFM attract large numbers of
users; collaborative productivity tools such as Google Docs
continue to grow in popularity. However, while our online
data and behavioral patterns are increasingly contextualized
by our personal social networks, we lack a corresponding
mechanism for defining, organizing, and maintaining differ-
ent parts of these networks.

This research is supported in part by the NSF POMI (Pro-
grammable Open Mobile Internet) 2020 Expedition Grant
0832820, a Stanford Graduate Fellowship, the Stanford Clean Slate
Program, and Deutsche Telekom.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
IUI 2011, February 13–16, 2011, Palo Alto, California, USA. Copyright
2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0419-1/11/02...$10.00.

Figure 1. Our social topology browser, showing social groups automat-
ically mined from e-mail data. Individuals can be members of multiple
groups; subgroups within groups are nested hierarchically.

Current social networking activity is characterized by coarse-
grained information sharing, leading to frequent under-sharing
and over-sharing. To target information to specific segments
of their social networks, users must engage in time-consuming
and potentially redundant tasks, such as constructing contact
groups on Gmail, maintaining friends’ lists on Facebook, or
enumerating all people with whom to share a Flickr album.
Most users find these tasks tedious and painful to do [19].
Moreover, the creation of static social groups fails to cap-
ture the nuances of social context that exist in real life. As
human relationships evolve and the strength of social ties
change, the memberships of these social groups must also
be dynamically updated.

In response, we introduce the concept of a social topology:
the structure and content of a person’s social affiliations,
consisting of a set of possibly overlapping and nested so-
cial groups. Permitting overlapping groups allows a social
topology to accurately represent people who perform multi-
ple roles simultaneously in one’s life, such as the colleague
who is also a hiking buddy, or a family member who shares
a particular hobby. Permitting nested groups allows repre-
sentation of social affiliations at various levels of granular-
ity, such as best friends within friends. Although a person
may have an implicit mental model of her social topology,
its nuanced complexity and sheer volume make it difficult



SELECTIVE SHARING AND 
CONSUMPTION

FILTER 
INCOMING 
CONTENT

SHARE WITH 
CIRCLES OR 
INDIVIDUALS

OPTIONS 
EXTEND TO 

PUBLIC 
SHARING



RESEARCH GOALS

• Study early-adopters ‘expertly’ sharing on Google+

• Identify strategies for successful ‘selective sharing’

• Model user decision-making processes around:

• Contact Management

• Decisions to Share

• Contextual Audience Selection



METHODOLOGY
Field Trial Usage Logs

Survey / Interview Study



METHODOLOGY (USAGE LOGS)
• Per-User Sharing Choices

• 100K active users (<1 shared item)

• Desktop only (64K)

• Focus: Public vs. Targeted vs. 
Selective Sharing

• Common Circle Names

• 1000 most common circle 
names

• Labels developed from top 
100

• Labels applied to entire data 
set



METHODOLOGY (SURVEY/
INTERVIEW)

• Participants:

• Recruitment Pool (N = 2500)

• Received Survey (N = 300)

• Completed Survey (N = 168)

• Participated in Interview (N = 12)



METHODOLOGY (SURVEY/
INTERVIEW)

• Measures:

• General Usage (Survey & Interview)

• Circle Organization (Interview)

• Critical Incident (Survey & Interview)

• “Please describe this post and why you shared it”

• “Please describe the audience that you chose and why you 
chose to share this content with them.”



RESULTS
Selective Sharing

Contact Management
Reasons for Sharing
Audience Selection



SELECTIVE SHARING

• Many people using this feature

• During data collection period:

• 3/4 shared to Circles at least once

• 2/3 total items shared to Circles

• Note: Public + Selective > 100%

Sharing % Users % Items

Public 33.9% 33.8%

Selective 74.8% 67.6%

Targeted 10.3% 5.8%



CONTACT MANAGEMENT

• Most common circle names focus 
on life facets and tie strength

• Long tail grows increasingly 
diverse

• Top 10 names categorized as 
Other:

• church, music, google, tech, 
twitter, photographers, 
celebrities, news, & relatives

Rank Work School Strong Weak Other

Top 10 74.1% 13.8% 7.2% 0.0% 4.9%

Top 100 47.5% 16.0% 9.0% 3.5% 24.0%

Top 1000 31.4% 12.6% 8.8% 4.0% 43.1%

All 10.8% 4.3% 3.0% 1.4% -----



CONTACT MANAGEMENT

• N = 34 Circles

• Analysis guided by k-means clustering on Circle ‘types’:

• Inner Circle (e.g. Family, Inner Circle, Tell-All)

• Structured Groups (e.g. Church/Ministry, Google Big-Wigs, 
eGRC)

• Interest Groups (e.g. Knitters, Photogs)

• Catch-All (e.g. Possible Friends, Acquaintances, Everything 
Else)



REASONS FOR SHARING

• N = 166 (Survey), N = 12 (Interview)

• Open coding and consolidation yielded 4 categories:

• Value of Content (59%)

• Sharing about Self (26%)

• Discourse (17%)

• Evangelism (7%)



SHARING: VALUE OF 

CONTENT
Exciting, Cool, Interesting

Funny, Amusing Silly

Useful, Informative

Otherwise Positive

0 10 20 30 40 50

Number of Responses



SHARING: SHARING ABOUT SELF

• Personal Experiences

• Status Updates

• “just updating my friends on what I was up to.”

• Emotional Content

• “I am feeling very frustrated about my (lack of) weight loss, 
and I wanted to explain a bit of my background to my 
followers, and ask the collective to help me a bit when my self-
discipline is lacking, {especially} about skipping Weight 
watchers meetings.”

• Opinions or Commentary



SHARING: DISCOURSE

• Seeking information / help (social search)

• Starting a conversation:

• “When we had the earthquake...I geo-tagged it hoping that 
people around me could see it as well and maybe...contribute to 
it as far as whether they felt it or not.”

• Discussion around shared projects:

• “There is a knit-along going on specifically for g+ so I was sharing 
my project status with the other knitters. Many of the other 
knitters are sharing project {photos}, so I wanted to add mine 
too.”



SHARING: EVANGELISM

• Spread information about specific work or events

• Others can appreciate, attend, or contribute

• “Spreading the word” or “raising awareness”

• “My hope was to raise awareness of the issue, and at some point, 
I invite people to duplicate the experience in their town. A little bit 
of activism attached to this one.”



CONTEXTUAL AUDIENCE 
SELECTION

• N = 165 (Survey), N = 12 (Interview)

• Again, 4 Categories:

• Distribution (43%)

• Privacy (36%)

• Relevance (23%)

• Social Norms (8%)
}‘LIMITING’



AUDIENCE: DISTRIBUTION

• Lacking a reason to ‘limit’ sharing, users defaulted to wide 
distribution

• Motivations:

• Make content accessible to others

• Increase the size of their own audience

• Cast a wide net for help or assistance



AUDIENCE: PRIVACY

• Risk to self:

• Default policies

• Risk to others:

• Most notable when sharing photos



AUDIENCE: RELEVANCE

• Consideration of receivers:

• Topical Interest

• Shared Context (e.g. inside jokes, joint projects)



AUDIENCE: SOCIAL NORMS

• “Since it wasn’t too controversial in any way, there was no need not 
to share it publicly.”

• “It’s the kind of joke I wouldn’t be ashamed to show my mother so I 
can share it with everybody.”



CONCLUSIONS

• Contact Organization:

• Many circles group contacts by tie strength and life facets

• Inner Circle, Structured Groups, Interest Groups, Catch-All

• Reasons for Sharing:

• Content-Driven, Self-Driven, Discourse-Driven, 
Evangelism

• Audience Selection:

• Balance distribution against ‘limiting’ factors:

• Privacy, Relevance, and Social Norms



DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

• Sender Characterization vs. Receiver Characterization

• Visualization/Analytics for sharing patterns

• Selective Disclosure: Tailoring other aspects of presence

• Automation: Audience suggestions based on content shared



THE END
 Contact:

 Special Thanks to the Google+ Team

Web: http://sanjaykairam.com
Email: sanjay.kairam@gmail.com
Twitter: @skairam

http://sanjaykairam.com
http://sanjaykairam.com
mailto:sanjay.kairam@gmail.com
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